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GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA FOR STONEBRIDGE LANDING
SCOPE
The scope of Stonebridge Landing primarily lies in the success of a low-density
planned unit development in a rurban (rural-suburban) environment. This environment
consists of active farmland, conventional single family detached subdivisions of postwar vintage, and a general lack of urban services such as public sewerage, active
recreational facilities and convenience shopping. In an effort to broaden the scope of
the development, at this point in time, and provide a living environment with most
urban services, Stonebridge has drawn its design concept from the City of Chesapeake
General Plan. That document recommends as growth criteria a major commercial
facility for the basic services and fa.cilities required by the neighborhood and environs
centralized for convenience and access; an elementary school site recognizing the needs
of future residents and incorporating the site into early planning efforts; residential
development and finally a major arterial highway connecting Dock Landing and Tyre
Neck Roads over Drum Creek.
All of these General Plan Elements have been incorporated into the concept for
stonebridge Landing, but they must be implemented through intelligent phasing.
INTENT
The intent is to create a high-quality residential environment introducing a
wider range of dwelling unit types than currently or normally available in conventional
development and yet offer many of the urban uses and facilities required of urbanizing
America today. These uses may include recreational facilities (community building,
swimming pools, tennis and basketball courts; and playgrounds), pedestrian and
biking trails, supermarket, Branch Post Office, eating establishment, professional
offices, ladies apparel, state Store, and other convenience shops; public school,
rental apartments, luxury condominium apartments for young married or bachelor
groups, and larger waterfront homesites.

This concept is anticipated within a low-

density environment in an effort to relieve the sensation of overcrowding and to
enhance the integrity of a "place in the country".
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ResidentialAL
3 - 9 DUI Ac.

Residential
1-3 DU/Ac.

PUBLIC SCHOOL StTE
12.4 Ac.

QUASI - PUBLIC
Recreation/os

2 0 Ac.

RESIDENTIAL
13- 20 DU/ Ac.

COMMERCIAL
14.6 Ac.

RESIDENTIAL
9 -13 DU/Ac.

LAND

USE

AND

DENSITY

COMPONENTS

QUALITY CONTROL
In order to ensure the implementation of this goal, the developers propose to
utilize several techniques:
While the single family homesites will not automatically be included in the Homeowner' s Association (the option will be available in the By-Laws), quality control will be
exercised by the developers through a Declaration of Restrictions. These restrictions
will establish minimum floor areas, set-backs, corner visibility, re-subdivision and
land use. They will also restrict building use, accessory buildings, building materials,
walls and fences, landscaping and yard maintenance, building alterations, utility
easements, transmission lines, animals, signs, on and off-street parking for both
private and commercial vehicles, waterfront and related facilities. Refusal of plan
approval may be based upon any ground, including purely esthetic grounds. These
restrictions will be reviewed by an Architectural Review Committee which will
consist of,Nemar, Inc. and/or its designated individual, association or corporation.
All lot owners will be required to submit detailed building plans to the Architectural
Review Committee prior to the application for a building permit.
The remainder of stonebridge Landing will be unified by a Homeowner' s Association consisting of Articles of Incorporation, Association By-Laws, and Declaration of
Restrictions. An Architectural Review Committee will be established with similar
review responsibilities as that exercised in the custom-homesites. This Association
will also establish common property, perpetual ownership and maintenance rights and
responsibilities, collect assessments in that regard and provide for the payment of
municipal real estate and personal property taxes.
These Homeowner Association documents will be submitted to the City of
Chesapeake Law Department for review and approval. Their recordation will occur
prior to the issuance of any building permit in stonebridge Landing, with the exception
of the single family detached homesites.
LAND USE AND DENSITY COMPONENTS
The maximum gross density for Stonebridge Landing has been approved at
3. 5 units per acre. Spatial land use and density components are indicated on the
preceding illustration and further defined below.

RESIDENTIAL, SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED: 1-3 DU/AC Single fami.ly
homesites for custom building approximate 149 in nwnber and require nearly
half the development land area (71 acres). Section One is proposed to price
at $9, 000 - $25, 000 per lot.

R- los

RESIDENTIAL, SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED: 3-9 DU/AC The density
range established for this use does not take into account any appreciable open
space. These units will be offered for sale on a private street system. Offering price for these 124 dwelling units has not been established at this time due
to such indefinite factors as timing sequence and final floor area sizes. Fifteen
acres or less than eleven percent of the tract is required to site these dwelling
units.

R-TH \

RESIDENTIAL, GARDEN APARTMENTS: 9-13 DU/ AC These rental apartments
total 176 and are anticipated to include 1, 2, and 3 bedroom units. Approximately
14 acres or 10% is required of the tract. A private cul-de-sac street system

is 'planned to disperse traffic volumes and to avoid intersecting the central
recreation space with vehicular traffic.

Rent rates have not been established;

however, the conversion to owner occupation may be considered as an option
on all or a portion of these units.

R-MF

\

RESIDENTIAL, CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS: 13-20 DU/AC Sixty dwelling
units for sale comprise this cluster on a three-acre parcel. A three-story
structure is anticipated with parking occupying the first

level.

These luxury

units are planned to market for young marrieds or bachelor groups who might
prefer to reside closer to areas of high activity such as the shopping center.
As spending power is usually greater among this group than most, their
location in close proximity to shops is considered to be beneficial to both
resident and merchant. The ultimate success in marketing these units will
be in their functional design within a commercial environment and yet maintain
maximum privacy when required.
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COMMERCIAL, COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTER: 14. 6 Acres. Stonebridge
Center is designed to serve equally the needs of the environs and the neighborhood.
The leading tenant in all probability will be a department store and/or supermarket
to which supporting shops will gather for exposure and service. With a coordinated
effort in the screening of prospective tenants, most of the basic services and goods
will. be available for a trade area of approximately 50, 000 population.
Although the demand is not considered great at this time, stonebridge Landing
will create a portion of the Center's support and generate adjacent development as
it builds out and as sanitary sewer service extends into the area. Use permits will
be required where applicable to the B-4 zoning district.
PUBLIC SPACE: PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE - 12. 4 Acres.

B-2

The justification for the reservation of a public school site was recognized
early in the planning process. Rather than provide remnant space for this activity,
the use was integrated as a functional land use component and designed as an amenity
to the community. While serving as an educational facility, and functioning in other
aspects of community service, the site will provide an excellent open space buffer for
the adjacent neighborhood. It retains a high degree of compatibility with both the
existing church and library; it may increase the value and desirability of Stonebridge
Landing ·with regards to convenience for its pupils; it will create a sense of spaciousness,
enhance the distinction of "a place in the country", and serve as a source of public
recreational programs.
The site is proposed for acquisition by the City with the stipulation that it
revert to residential use at 5 dwelling units per acre as an alternate use, should the
option not be exercised provided gross density does not exceed 3. 5 dwelling units per acre.
QUASI-PUBLIC SPACE: Open Space/Recreation
Approximately 14% of Stonebridge Landing is devoted to recreation/open
space excluding the school site. This has been achieved through clustering dwelling
units and the low density governing the total development.
stonebridge will incorporate a recreational facility designed for all age groups,
including a multi-use center for community activities such as civic and church committee

meetings, hobbies and crafts, etc. The facility will provide areas where parents
(and the elderly) can watch their children at play. The parent who has been away
from his children all day or all week will especially appreciate the choice of as much
or as little recreational contact with his children as he desires. Stonebridge can
provide the opportunity for a total experience in active and passive recreation. The
entire community would be linked in social contact through a coordinated recreational
program. But the recreation experience is not the same for all age groups. Consider
the preschool child who is guided by the hand on his limited travels near his home.
His environment is primarily the sidewalk and the street. For the primary school
child, a whole new environment may include an area of several blocks. The teenager's
environment is broader yet; the adult's, the entire city; and the elderly person's is
relatively restricted due to immobility. Only through comprehensive recreational
planning can these needs be satisfied for each age group in any given environment.
Typically, many developments may provide a recreational facility in the
leftover spaces; a pool, a clubhouse, a set of swings. To overlook environment and
consider only the physical "facility" is ludicrous.

For example, we have rejected

preconceptions that the traditional swing, slide, and seesaw alone provide a meaningful
play experience. But the swing, sliding, and balancing they provide are natural loves
of every child; the challenge is to provide facilities and activities within an environment
that makes the experience meaningful.
This will be particularly challenging in Stonebridge Landing where the
community will be physically separated by the proposed Tyre Neck - Dock Landing
arterial highway. Adequate space for recreational uses has been provided in all
quadrents with primary focus at the center where they connect via a pedestrian underpass.
Primary pedestrian routes radiate from these activity points in service to the
community and provide major linkage to the school site.
Tot lots in both the single family attached and multiple family sections have
also been linked by the pathway system.

Their final locations are shown unless

significant shifts in dwelling unit locations occur in the final articulation of the
development plan.
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MINOR STREET
COLLECTOR STREET
ARTER IAL HtGHWAY

STREET

CLASSIFICATION

All facilities and space in this land use category will be owned and maintained by the Stonebridge Landing Homeowners Association.
STREETS AND IIlGHWAYS: Public and Private
All public minor and collector streets will be constructed by Nemar, Inc., as
approved, to normal building specification and dedicated to the municipality for public
use.

Private streets and courts shall be the responsibi1ity of the Homeowners

Association.
The Tyre Neck-Dock Landing Road highway is anticipated for construction
and dedication by the developer from Portsmouth Boulevard north to its first intersection with Stonebridge Landing (road).

This phase of construction is to occur

concurrently with the multiple family residential area or the shopping center, whichever
shall be developed first.

The balance of the right-of-way shall be reserved for dedication

by the developer until such dedication becomes necessary for completion of this

facility by' the public sector.

At such time when the majority of the dwelling units are completed, the community

will take control of the homeowners association and title to the open space.

The

developers must retain ownership of the 90 foot strip for future highway dedication.
It is not their intention to maintain ownership of this strip indefinately should the

highway not be constructed over Drum Creek. After completion of the development,
they reserve the right to request approval of alternate plans to develop this parcel.
It is recognized that a large portion of this parcel may be utilized by the community
for recreation/open space purposes. Other portions, however, fronting public streets
should be reconsidered for residential use.
PHASED DEVELOPMENT
Stonebridge phasing of development will occur in relatively small sections.
Initially, the first section is to consist of approximately two dozen single family homesites at Portsmouth Boulevard and Lakewood Lane including some waterfront sites and
the existing residence.
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This decision has provided one of the major criteria in the establishment of
quality control. The existing residence has been valued in excess of $100, 000 and is
anticipated to form the nucleus of a quality housing base. Adjacent waterfront sites
were designed of comparable size and tentatively priced at $25, 000 each to encourage
structures of a compatible value.
Phasing of the single family detached sections is anticipated to encompass two
to three years.

The sequence of development zones will follow that course as previously

delineated in "Phased Development" Plans.
VEHICULAR PARKING
Sufficient off-street parking for all uses shall be provided in accordance with the
approved PUD site plan. Design standards shall conform with the Chesapeake 7oning
Ordinance.
PLAN APPROVAL STATUS
On February 27, 1974, the Planning Commission gave preliminary approval to
the site plan of Stonebridge Landing subject to the following stipulations and the
dedication of the Tyre Neck-Dock Landing connector. The Tyre Neck-Dock Landing
connector would be constructed at the developer's expense from Portsmouth Boulevard
to Stonebridge Landing during the development phase of the commercial - apartment
construction south of Stonebridge Landing.
The following material shall be submitted before issuance of a building permit
in a PUD development:
1. General Development Criteria for the PUD development.

2. A development phase map showing proposed phases of construction.
3. Arrangements for the maintenance of open space approved by the
City Attorney.
4. Approval of Final Development Plans and Criteria for all proposed
development other than single family detached, which may be submitted
in the form of a preliminary subdivision with criteria.
5. The 60' r/w collector loop street be change d to a 50' r/w minor street
from Raintree Road clockwise around to its intersection with Stonebric1ge

. .
Landing Curves on all remaining collector stree ts must have a minimum
centerline radius of 650'
6.

A temporary connection of the Tyre Neck-Dock L a nding Connector to

Portsmouth Boulevard may be permitted utilizing existing right-of-way
at the intersection.
7.

The number and location of commercial entrances shown on this plan
should not be considered final and are subject to Planning Commission
policy and review by the Department of Public Works .

These Gcncrnl J>evclopmcnt Criteriarepresent the basic scope and intent
of development for Stonebridge Landing and establish the broad base of development
policy.

With the exception of the single family detached building sites, Detailed

Development Criteria will be prepared as a design base for the development as
phased- s ections are implemented through final design.

5-7-74

Submittedm i

Date

Approved:

Date

5-23-74

Approved:

Date

6-18- 74
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DETAIL DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
(1)

NUMBER OF PARCELS:

27

(2)

TOTALAL ACREAGE :

19.6 AC .

(3)

ZONING :

(4)

Minimum
Dimensional
QNAL REQUIREMENTS SHALL Conform
TO THE R-LOS RESIDENTIAL ZONING DISTRICT .

(s)

LAKEWOOD LANE, WATERMILL GROVE AND MILLGROVE
COURT SHALL BE DEDICATED TO THE CITY OF CHESAPEAKE
FOR PUBLIC STREET USE.

(6)

All STRUCTURES SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE CITY OF CHESAPEAKE Flood PLAIN REGULATIONS.

(7)

NO DEVELOPMENT BY NEMAR, INC. IS CONTEMPLATED
WHICH Will LL Require RE WETLANDS PERMITS
.

(a)

30' PARCEL BETWEEN PARCELS 25 And 26 Reserved FOR
INGRESS - EGRESS At-0 UTILITIES.

(9)

PARCELS 2.; 21 - 25 INCLUSIVE - - 10, 000 15, 000
PARC ELS I; 3 - 20 Inclusive
and 26, 27 - OVER 155, 000
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PLANNED Unit Development

'

Development SHALL BE AS PRESCRIBED BY THE GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA - Stonebridge
landing NG
AND iJETA led DEVELOPMENT PLANS AS SET FORTH .

NEMAR, INCORPORATED
3692 SOUTH PLAZA TRAI L.
POST OFFICE BOX 2223

VIRGINIA BEACH. VIRGINIA 23452
TEL.EPHONE 340.3641

July 2, 1975

Mr. Milton Perry

-1
i

Director of Planning
Public Service Building
300 Cedar Road
Chesapeake, Virginia 23320

Dear Mr. Perry:
By this Jetter we wish to inform you that, as of this date,
Stonebridge Landing Single-Family Building Set-back Requirements will
be amended to read the same as the City of Chesapeake's R-lOS Setback
Requirements (i.e . 25' front and rear setbacks and 20% of front footage
for side setbacks, with a minimum of 6' on one side).
We feel that this will eliminate any possible future confusion
Sincerely,

NEMAR, INCORPORATED
.

Ray

Arnette, President
.

Robert
cc: Don Rhodes

-

'
<

/ .
'

.

.

.

.

re.

p.o. box 5725

620 rnay avenue

(804) 623 - 7444
norfolk. va . 23516

Final Development Criteria
Stonebridge Landing P. U. D.
Zone 2 SectiQn A and Zone 3 Section A
Zone 1 Section E
In an effort to maintain the integrity and high quality of development,
Arnette Properties, Inc. has chosen to reduce density in creating dwelling units and lots larger than anticipated.
Previously approved densities in Zones 2 and 3 are 1 0. 6 and 8. 7 DUI Ac
respectively. Proposed densities have been reduced to 7. 1 and 6. 9
DUI Ac. Zone 2 further proposes a lot width range from 22' to 44'
Zone 3 ranges from 20' to 391 • Due to the curvilinear design of both,
end lot widths approach 50' creating lots with area in excess of 5,000 sq.
ft. Dwelling units proposed reach 1, 800 sq. ft. and are anticipated to
sell in the $68-$84, 000 range with garages . This reduction in density
and expansion of lot areas and widths requires occasional deviation from
standard dimensional requirements.
Rear yard depths are generous and are intended as private lot ownership to avoid long narrow strips of "common area" which have no funct ion. Due to the anticipated higher sales price of units, property
owners may prefer greater separation between units than the usual 30'
adding to the overall lot area and reducing narrow common area maintenance problems.
Front yard depths are proposed larger than the standard tract-built
project to bring the dwellings into scale and provide a greater sense of
spaciousness throughout the neighborhood.
These development criteria are presented to provide the ability to vary
from minimum requirements although the general concept of development
far exceeds them:
1.
2.
3.

4.
S.

(

Maximum density:
8 dwelling per acre
l 2Minimum lot size:
2,000 square feet
1500
Minimum Lot Width:
20 feet - z. 0
Maximum number of dwelling units in one structure: 7 units 8
Minimum yard requirements:
Front:
25 1 25
Rear : 15' - 15
Side yard on end building: 10' 15
Side yard on end building abutting a street: 151 25
Front and rear yard depths to accommodate submitted development
plans.
-. Interior Units 0 or 10r

c

6.

Parking
Minimum:
Two off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit.
Minimum si ze : 9' x 18' per space.
Construction: As required by Public Works
No off-street parking shall be- permitted on streets directly connecting the development with contiguous developments or developable land unless ingress and egress is by forward motion.

7.

Underground wiring shall be used exclusively.

8.

It shal1 be the responsibility of the developer, through acceptable
means, to provide perpetrual maintenance of any property not a
part of an individ
or public property.

Submitted

Joseph Pr ziotti, Jr. ,
for Arnett Properties,

2-25-83

p. o. box 5725
620 may avenue

(804) 623 - 7444
norfolk, va. 23516

FINAL DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
Sl'ONEBRIDGE Landing P. U. D.
ZONE III, SECTION B AND PORTION OF ZONE IV

In an effort to maintain the integrity and high quality of Stonebridge Landing, Arnette Properties, Inc. has further reduced density
to create housing units and lots larger than anticipated in the
approved Master Plan. This curvilinear plan is an extension of
Section "A" and conforms to the Master Plan approved by the City
Council June 1982. The densities suggested below include only
the development area under consideration. The adjacent open space
creates an overall density of both Section "A" and "B" of 10 DU/AC
ccnforming to the approved masterplan.
These development criteria are presented to provide flexibility
from minimum requirements although the general concept of development
far exceeds them:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Maximum density:
10 dwelling per acre
Minimum lot size:
2,000 square feet
Minimum Lot Width: 20 feet
Maximum number of dwelling units in one structure: 7 units
Minimum yard requirements:
Front: 25'
Rear: 15
Side yard
end building: 10'
Side yard on end building abutting a street: 15'
Parking
Minimum:
Two off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit.
Minimum size: 9' x 18' per space.
Construction: As required by Public Works
No off-street parking shall be permitted on streets directly
connecting the development with contiguous developments or
developable land unless ingress and egress is by forward motion.

7.

Underground wiring shall be used exclusively.

graphic layout

design

production
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It shall be the responsibility of the developer, through
acceptable means, to provide perpetrual maintenance of any
property not a part of an individual lot or public property.

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
MEMORANDUM
TO:

FROM:Planning Cammi ssi on

City Manager

DA TE:

6-3-74__

SUBJECT Actjon of Planning Commission Meeting held May 22, 1974

REQUEST:

Consideration· of the GENERAL CRITERIA OF STONEBRIDGE
LANDING
DISCUSSION: Mr. Kirby presented the General Criteria for Stone-bridge Landing and went over the report. Mr. Joe Preziotti,
representing Stonebridge Development, appeared before the
Commission in behalf "of the request. No one appeared in
opposition to the reques·t.
After a question and answer ·period, Mr. · Kirby recommended
that the General Criteria for Stonebridge Landing be approved
subject to the following change's".:
1) That the residential density be expressed· in ranges 1-3,
7-9, and 13-20;
) Use Permits be required in commercial development when
required by the Zoning Orainance; and
3) That the overall densite of the completed development
not to exceed 3.5 dwelling units per acre.
RECOMMENDATION: APPROVE as amended by the Assistant Director
of Planning. (Copies of the General Criteria attached to
this Memo have been amended to reflect the conditions of
. the Planning Commission)
/fmp

'

:G-26,
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